**2013 HSC Results**

**DUX 2013**

Edward Chen and Brendan Xu achieved the highest ATAR possible 99.95. Only 48 students in the state achieved this feat: 32 boys and 16 girls. A wonderful feat!

**Highest Performing Students – Premier’s Award**

- Distinguished achievers – over 90 in at least 10 units:
  - Edward Chen
  - Peter Morian
  - Guy Ruggles
  - Terry Zhou
- Top achievers – place in state
  - Eric Park (Yr 11) – 3rd in Heritage Korean
  - Edward Chen – 5th in ESL
  - Evan Power – 3rd in Standard English
  - Anuj Dhorajiwala – 7th in Standard English
  - Evgeny Lyovin – 8th in Standard English
  - Brendan Xu – 8th in Physics

**Overall performance across all courses**

- Two boys in Extension 2 English were awarded an E4 (highest level) and scored over 90%
- 13 boys in Extension 2 Mathematics were awarded an E4 (highest level) and scored over 90%
- 33% of Extension History students were awarded an E4 (highest level) and scored over 90%
- 3 boys in Standard English were ranked in the top 8 of the state
- Modern History achieved their best results ever compared to the rest of the State
- Visual Arts achieved best result per students in course in Band 6

**School Performance**

- 67 Individual Year 12 Boys in 27 different subjects and levels of study received 90% or more 158 times in the 2013 HSC
- Approximately 35% of Year 12 achieved an ATAR over 90. The state average was 16.7%
- Approximately 56% of Year 12 achieved an ATAR over 80. The state average was 33%
- Epping Boys finished 80th in the state based on results
- Epping Boys sat exams in 44 different subjects and 999 individual exams

**Band 6 Achievement**

- Mathematics Extension 1 - 41.6%; Advanced - 20%; Extension 2 - 40.6%; General - 16.4%
- Science: Chemistry - 23%; Physics - 20.9%
- Social Sciences: Legal Studies - 16%; Economics - 25.8%
- Computing: SDD - 13.3%; IPT - 15.3%
- History: Ancient - 12.9%; Modern - 12.5%; Extension 33.3%
- Creative and Performing Arts: Visual Arts - 38.4%; Music 1 - 11%; Music 2 - 16%; Drama - 12%
- LOTE: Japanese Beginners - 10%
- TAS: Industrial Technology - 28.57%; IPT - 15.4%; SDD - 13.3%

**ARTEXPRESS – Body of Work exhibited**

James Sun’s Body of Work was selected for ARTEXPRESS

**designTECH – Work exhibited**

Matthew Alfonzetti had his Design and Technology project selected for display in the Powerhouse Museum

**Man overboard Personal sos**
NSW Apprentice / Trainee of the Year

Alex Dagger was awarded through the School Based Apprentice Trainee (SBAT) program:

- Regional Winner for Central and Northern Sydney
- 2013 NSW School Based Apprentice/Trainee of the Year
- Runner-Up in the Australian National Training Awards

Employer was Kordia Solutions

ATARs and Post School Destinations

- Range of university courses: medicine, IT, finance, commerce, business and accounting, dentistry, engineering, arts/law, actuarial studies, pharmacy, speech pathology, education, sport and health sciences, social science and criminology, software engineering, law and international relations, ebusiness, marketing and media, global business, human sciences, physiotherapy, civil and mining engineering, hotel management

- Most favoured universities are Macquarie University, UNSW, University of Sydney, UWS, UTS, Australian Catholic University, ANU and Charles Sturt University, Southern Cross University

- Career areas include: electrical apprenticeship, telecommunications, refrigeration and air conditioning apprenticeship and the military

Scholarships

- Shaddy Hanna received a University of Western Sydney academic entrance scholarship

- Guy Ruggles received a merit scholarship to University of Sydney

- Aaron Madritsch received a DEC TAS teaching scholarship and is at Macquarie University

- Brendan Xu and Edward Chen both received outstanding achievement scholarships at University of Sydney. Both boys being the only two boys in the last five years to be directly accepted into Medicine due to their outstanding results.

Duke of Edinburgh’s Award Scheme - Gold

Kelvin Lo achieved his Gold Award

OnSTAGE – Drama performance nomination

Stephen Thevaseyan was nominated for the HSC Drama Showcase OnSTAGE for his Individual Performance.